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In front of a Smart building revolutionIs Europe ready for harvesting the advantages of smart buildings? - A smart building revolution is not just about upgrading our building stock, mitigating emissions or balancing energy flows…It is about delivering direct benefits for EU citizens in terms of lower energy bills and warmer homes, and wider benefits for Europe as a whole with jobs created and boosts to economic growth. 



of our time is spent indoors
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On average Europeans spend 90% of our time inside buildings







Intelligent & 
User‐friendly

Buildings are changing
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The Edge is a leading example of a smart office building in Europe, demonstrating all of the characteristics of being part of a smart system. The building uses 70% less electricity than comparable office buildings. The roof and the south-facing facade incorporate the largest array of photovoltaic panels of any European office building, and an aquifer thermal energy storage system provides all of the energy required for heating and cooling. A heat-pump was applied to this storage system significantly increases efficiency. The building and its users are connected by a smartphone app which can direct users to a parking spot, finds them a desk and wherever the user goes tweak the environment accordingly to individual preferences for light and temperature. 



Explosion of IoT and smart 
technologies
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Technologies are there for buildings to recognise, predict, and respond to needs, lifestyles, and habits of occupantsExample hotel Malta
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Buildings are becoming micro-
energy hubs
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Micro energy hubs: producing and storing energy, and providing demand response servicesEnergy efficiency is a prerequisite (lower peak demand, higher share of RES, better efficiency of your building…)A smart building revolution is not just about upgrading our building stock, mitigating emissions or balancing energy flows… It is about delivering direct benefits for EU citizens in terms of lower energy bills and warmer homes, and wider benefits for Europe as a whole with jobs created and boosts to economic growth. Beside the essential demand reduction, buildings increasingly interact with the energy system and could take up an important role in energy system stability by providing renewable electricity production, storage and demand response. These three strategies are not only complementary, but even enforce each other.Buildings are in a transition phase, moving from being unresponsive and highly-energy-demanding elements to becoming highly-efficient micro energy-hubs consuming, producing, storing and supplying energy, making the system more flexible and efficient.



A smart building is…

• highly energy efficient 
• covers its very low energy demand to a large extent 

by on‐site or district‐system‐driven renewable 
energy sources

• stabilises and drives a faster decarbonisation of the 
energy system through energy storage and 

demand‐side flexibility
• empowers its users and occupants with control 

over the energy flows
• recognises and reacts to users' and occupants’ 

needs



Mapping a smart-ready built 
environment
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Which environment (on country and even city- or district-level) fosters an uptake of smart buildings?Five main pillars have been selected to map a smart-ready built climateFirst of all, a smart-ready built environment requires efficient and healthy buildings. The basic need of most occupants is to have a healthy and affordable home. The building performance, indoor air quality and the ability to keep the indoor temperature at a comfortable level are vital characteristics of a smart built environment. The first of the ten principles for smart buildings is, therefore, maximising the buildings’ energy efficiency [1].A smart-ready built environment needs dynamic operability providing a better indoor environmental quality for the occupants. They should be able to configure the building’s technical management system (including options of various levels of automation) based on individual preferences and the system should be able to adapt according to energy needs and price fluctuations. In other words, the building should empower occupants with control over the energy flow, through connected technical building systems and other appliances inside the building (for example, smart thermostats and refrigerators, as well as security and access-related systems).A smart built environment requires energy-system-responsive buildings, ready to answer the needs of the electricity, district heating and cooling grids and the broader energy system, for instance in case of peak loads. Buildings could play a key role in balancing the grid and enabling a wider uptake of electric vehicles. In order to do so, buildings must be entitled to participate in electricity markets with demand response and building energy storage capacity.A smart-ready built environment enables renewable energy uptake. The EU’s vision to decarbonise the building stock by 2050 requires a much greater share of renewable energy in the establishment of the building stock’s energy requirements. Buildings can facilitate the greater uptake of renewables in many different ways, such as self-production (with photovoltaics, solar thermal and geothermal) or by interoperating in a smart district where a number of buildings optimise the use of renewable energy (through a district biomass heating system, fuel cells or using waste heat).Finally, a smart built environment needs proper dynamic and self-learning control systems1, in order to optimise the various interactions and energy uses. This feature enables buildings to become truly smart and ensures synergies between different operations within the building and the energy system. Buildings are smart when optimising the interplay between individualised consumer settings and physical energy flows e.g. in heating, cooling and ventilation systems. For example, automatic hydraulic balancing of fluid distribution in water-based heating and cooling systems or self-learning thermostats can ensure intended indoor climate at an optimal energy efficiency and minimal operating cost. The indicators do not show how smart the current building stock is, but rather how smart-ready the wider built environment is, based on available data. A smart-ready built environment incentivises the building stock to become smarter. In a smart-ready built environment, citizens and businesses are empowered by the control of their own energy system, producing, storing, managing and consuming energy – whether passively or actively. In mapping the smart-ready level of the built environment in the 28-EU Member States, 12 essential characteristics were defined. These characteristics have been selected based on the ten principles of a smart built environment as outlined in the report ‘Smart buildings in a decarbonised energy system’ [1]. Mirroring the smart built environment, the characteristics are heterogeneous and interdependent. 





EU legislation plays an important role
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BPIE have drawn up a list of 10 principles that must be in place for buildings to take on and provide this role.They are all important separately, but more effective considered together. Apart from principle 1, maximising the energy efficiency of the building, which should be applied first, the sequence of the nine remaining  principles is not laid  out in order of importance. All the principles must be in place to fully achieve the transformation described above.Ten interrelated principles have been drawn from an understanding of how buildings can effectivelyfunction as micro energy-hubs. They are all important separately, but more effective consideredtogether. Apart from principle 1, which should be applied first, the sequence of the nine remainingprinciples is not laid out in order of importance. All the principles on the next page must be in placeto fully achieve the transformation described above.



EU legislation plays an important role
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EU legislation has an important role to play in achieving this vision for smart buildings, but providing ambitious drivers to ensure an efficiency building stock, increase production of RES, establishing interaction between buildings and the energy system.The Clean Energy for all European’s is an opportunity to do this. We feel it makes some incremental steps in the right direction but several measures need more clarity and others needed to be added. 
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It should pull the market in the direction of smart buildings, but providing meaningful information to prospective tenants and buyer of the potential f a buildings to be smart. And this smart should defined. The benefits of a smart buildings need to be more clearly communicated to buildings occupants (in terms of energy bill savings and comfort).And benefits to the economy (in terms of local jobs) and society (in terms of tackling climate change and air pollution) Capturing there benefits should be the underlying purpose of introducing the indicator.  
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High building performance
•Reduction of energy demand 

•Greater use of locally‐produced renewable energy 
•Healthy and comfortable indoor environment for occupants

Dynamic operability
Empower occupants with control over the energy flows 

Enhance the ability to optimise comfort, indoor air quality, well‐
being and operational requirements

Energy system responsiveness
Optimum operation of connected energy systems and district 
infrastructures
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The features of the smartness indicator should reflect this definition, and, at least encompass:High building energy performance, through reduction of energy demand, and greater use of locally-produced renewable energy to ensure a healthy and comfortable indoor environmentDynamic operability to empower occupants with control over the energy flows of the building, and enhance the ability to optimise comfort, indoor air quality, well-being and operational requirements.Energy system responsiveness to contribute to the optimum, smooth and safe operation of the energy systems and district infrastructures to which the building is connected. 



Accelerate the smart and sustainable 
energy transition
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The international law to limit global warming to below 2°C following the Paris Agreement puts a renewed emphasis on the need for Europe to accelerate the smart energy transition.The energy system is at the initial stage of a transitionA journey towards becoming decentralized, efficient and consumer focused and powered by renewableThe European building stock and energy system are at the initial stages of a journey towards becoming smart: moving from a centralised, fossil fuel-based and highly-energy-consuming system towards one that is more efficient, decentralised, consumer-focused and powered by renewable energy. The international law to limit global warming to below 2°C following the Paris Agreement puts a renewed emphasis on the need for Europe to accelerate the smart energy transition. For the European building stock to effectively contribute to the global climate target, the built environment must undergo a deep transformation and become both smart and efficient. Some countries have already put in place legislation to take steps towards a smart built environment, such as encouraging the optimisation of the heating system, supporting building energy storage or deploying smart meters. There are also numerous examples showcasing the multiple characteristics of a smart built environment. While these preparatory and inspiring steps are crucial ones, intensification is needed. This means a change of mind-set to recognise buildings as an integral part of Europe’s energy infrastructure and make the full use of their wide-ranging abilities. The current approach of European legislation does not go far enough to encourage smart buildings, only promoting the implementation of smart meters and intelligent metering systems under the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) and the Energy Efficiency Directive (EED). This has not been sufficient to overcome barriers to enabling smart buildings. The ongoing review of the EPBD and EED is the prime opportunity to push forward the transition with supportive legislation and embed the principles needed to deliver the benefits of smart buildings to European citizens. In a recent report, BPIE developed ten principles for buildings to be at the core of a decarbonised energy system making it more flexible, resilient and efficient [1] by saving energy as well as producing, storing and supplying it. Building on these principles, this report assesses the extent to which Member States across Europe are ready for the transition to a highly efficient and smart building stock. This report looks at whether buildings are efficient and healthy, whether they optimise and control the use of resources, and whether they respond to the needs of the energy system and enable renewable energy. If Europe can ride the wave of the technological revolution, smart buildings will empower the occupants and bring clean energy to all. --Europe’s building stock is entering a transition phase, becoming an active player in the energy system - controlling, producing, storing and consuming energy. The explosion of smart technologies – the Internet of Things – enabling a more efficient use of energy in buildings will inevitably redesign the built environment and the linked energy flows. The existing building stock was not constructed for this purpose - what is now technologically possible was only speculation just 10 years ago. 
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Register at: http://j.mp/21NovSmart
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Thank you for your attentionOur publications are for free available onlineRegister to our newsletter to follow up on this topic
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